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In this release, we've added the Basic connection functionality. Now you can easily set up synchronization with

basic behavior. Basic connection allows you to sync the most basic issue data. It's easy to set up and check how

Exalate synchronization works. We also made a bunch of other improvements and bug fixes.

In this release

Bug fixes

EXACOMP-1215 Fixed NullpointerException error when generating node detail

EXACOMP-1002 Fixed the error when clicking Go to remote link during the initiate connection flow

EXACOMP-1207 Fixed the problem for cases when the token does not exist

JIRANODE-3253 Fixed the problem when issue tracker changes were skipped due to cluster locking

EASE-8142 Fixed persistent error: Checksum mismatch network error

EXACOMP-1235 Prevent long entity name overlapping (connections page)

JIRANODE-3082 Fixed the problem where the license type was not showing in the message when removing

the license

EXACOMP-1217 Fixed the problem with broken images/logos/icons

EXACOMP-1208 Fixed the problem when processed SyncRequest cleanup leads to DB connection leak and

ultimately, request worker blocked for life

SNOWNODE-236 Fixed the authentication problem of the integration user that was not noticed

EXACOMP-1109 Fixed the problem when support.zip generation crashed the application

SNOWNODE-309 Fixed the Bulk connect message to show the connection name instead of ID

EXACOMP-987 Improved the error message for checksum mismatch: now it includes the filename and

information about the expected and actual filesize

EXACOMP-1014 Improved License Details page

EXACOMP-1015 Added Exalate partner contact in the in-app support page

EXACOMP-440 Fixed the problem where sync requests were not getting cleaned-up if related twin trace

was removed before clean-up
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